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Dulness in Stocks May Presage Recovery
In the Past, Market Inertia Has Been the Forerunner of Improvement; the Stock Exchange
Will Fight Misrepresentation; Prospects in the Oil Trade Seem Brighter
By ROBERT WINSMORE

k LTHO no longer in doubt as to election
L \ results, and altho confronted with
-^ ^ various matters ordinarily stimulating to speculative temper, the stock market
moved into November with its extreme sluggishness unchanged. Stock-Exchange professions of disappointment over the results
of President Roosevelt's meeting with the
bankers at Washington grew louder when
the market itself failed to reflect enthusiasm in high financial quarters, and there
was grumbling indifference to later happenings which would have stirred a less gloomy
Wall Street into action of one sort or another.
Undeniably, the continuing apathy is discouraging to those in the business world
who habitually look to the market for a sign
of what lies ahead for the country's trade.
It is dangerously easy, however, to mistake
and overestimate the significance of such
an inert market as that of the past few
months. That there
has been no improvement in the general
Historical
price-level of stocks
is, to be sure, a rePrecedent
flection of w i d eof
spread uncertainty,
but it is far from
Recovery
being a storm-signal.
Neither is it a denial
that recovery is in the making.
As a matter of fact, just such stock market torpor is the historical precedent of recovery. Just such unresponsiveness, such
inactivity, such deep Wall Street gloom
have followed other great dislocations,
have preceded other great reconstructions.
All the major upward movements of
American security values in the last forty
years have developed out of periods of
disheartening market uncertainty and
sluggishness comparable to, even closely
paralleling, that of to-day.
One might reasonably assume that, after
three years of widely head-lined attack, investigation and resultant Federal regulation, the stock market would know what the
public thinks of it, and why. Ostensibly,
however, the New York Stock Exchange is
still uncertain. Last week members, employees, and associates throughout the
country, to the number of 9,000, were called
upon by Presiden' Richard Whitney to supply additional information by answering a
questionnaire with respect to the attitude of
the public in their several localities.
"Is there a feeling of antagonism?" President Whitney inquired. "Is there a general
misunderstanding of the functions of the
Exchange? Can you suggest the reason for
such misunderstanding?" And so on, with
varying degrees of naivete.
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Many of the questions seemed smug and
superfluous. Others seemed intentionally
significant. Who, it was asked, are the
particular persons whose writings and
speeches have influenced misunderstanding? Are your newspapers willing to take
specific articles giving the facts, so that the
truth may be known?
How can accurate information be conveyed
Stock
to your business men?

Exchange
Thus and otherwise, the p r e m i e r
and
American stock exthe Public
change disclosed its
new purpose to use
planned publicity and
battle aggressively against what it holds to
be misinformation and misrepresentation of
its province and its practises. To that end
it invited criticism and counsel from its
members and dependents, stoutly denied
intent to spread propaganda, and promised
nation-wide dissemination of facts only.
Perhaps a little less publicity given to
such publicity plans would have been advisable. Unfortunately, both press and
public have had experience with similar
denials and promises by suspected enterprises in the past, and the Stock Exchange's
so-openly proclaimed sincerity will not be
immediately accepted without reserve by
either.
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The Stock Exchange has also been figuring much in the news of late for reasons
quite apart from its publicity project.
To investment bankers in convention at
White Sulphur Springs, President Whitney,
as quoted, gave surprizing assurance that,
operating under the new Federal regulations, the American securities business can
move forward to a pace of activity greater
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than it has ever known. In view of the Exchange's long and bitter fight against Federal regulations, such about-face optimism
from its official spokesman has naturally
been the subject of much Wall Street comment, and no little disagreement.
Then, too, the Stock Exchange has, by
compulsion, made public exhibit of its own
financial condition for the first time in its
history. Its balance sheet shows the organization's net worth to be approximately
$27,500,000, which is not greatly in excess
of the 126,000,000 valuation at which it carries its real estate and plant. Each of the
Exchange's 1,375 seats, therefore, has a
property equity of at least $20,000 apart
from its value as a serviceable business
asset.
Last week, following the publication of
the figures previously unknown to most
owners, the market value of the seats fell
abruptly to $70,000, or to nearly the lowest
price recorded since
the Exchange membership attained its
Optimism,
present size.
Equities,
Chiefly, the drop
was a reflection of the
and
continuing dulness of
Seats
the stock market and
the consequently minimized earning-power
of members of the New York Stock
Exchange.
Oil men were cheered, but apathetic
Wall Street showed no more than mild interest last week when announced curbing
of "hot" oil production in East Texas coincided with seeming new promise of early
stabilization of the petroleum industry.
Oil company shares made only modest response in the stock market. Comment was
frankly skeptical in the financial district,
where distrust of any attempted regula-
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Four Indicators of Business Activity
This chart shows in percentage of deviation from the basis of weekly verage for 1923»
1925, inclusive, steel ingot production in percentage of total plant capacity, total freight
car-loadings, bank debits outside New York City, and automobile production. It covers.
the week ending October 27
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tion of oil production has long been
prevalent.
It is the Wall Street view that the Texas
output of illegal oil, akho disturbing, has
been merely contributory to disorder that
is due primarily to the continuing failure
of the Petroleum Administration Board to
keep legal production within prescribed
limits.
Week after week, the "lawful" output
figures have been in excess of "Federal
allowables," and the fact that overproduction has been due only in part to outlaw
producers has sustained doubt as to establishment of any firm base for lasting oiltrade improvement at this time.
Just now, however, it is the Wall Street
fashion to doubt everything. Legal oil production has recently dropped close to the
Federal quota. The Texas curb, if effective, can not fail to bring about a marked
change for the better in the situation. At
the same time, the apparent ending of
spectacular gasoline price-cutting throughout the country will probably have much
influence, at least upon consumer sentiment.
In the circumstances, the oil-company
securities may not be as undesirable at the
moment as many stock-market followers
seem to think.

The Foreign Trade Council
Xn the Hotel Commodore at New York
City, last week, 1,500 delegates to the
twenty-first annual convention of the
National Foreign Trade Council gave attention through three days while noted
speakers ardently denounced economic
nationalism, urged reciprocal trade agreements, and held international trade to be
indispensable to full and stable prosperity
at home and abroad. Selfish tariffs, and
their selfish advocates, were assailed, and
the American merchant marine's cause was
strongly pleaded. Expansion of American
trade with Canada, Latin America, and the
Orient was a special topic.
High-lights of the convention were addresses by Secretary of State Cordell Hull
and Secretary of Commerce Daniel C.
Roper. Both took occasion to hold the
Hawley-Smoot Tariff of 1930 responsible
for much of the subsequent disaster to
American industry. Both voiced high
hopes for the results of the Reciprocal
Trade Agreement Act.
Secretary Roper declared: "Foreign
trade and domestic business can not be set
apart as separate economic entities. . . .
There is no such thing as permanent
national self-sufficiency for any country.
. . . The day has definitely passed when
we may expect to unload our surplus
products upon foreign countries without
fair consideration of their needs and requirements."
Among speakers on behalf of Central
and South American countries, John B.
Glenn, New York agent of the Banco
Nacional de Mexico, attracted attention
by pointing out the exceptional strength
of Mexico's economic situation. "It is the
brightest spot on the world's business map
to-day," he asserted.
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^16,100,000
BEING TAKEN AWAY F R O M

INVESTORS

Reductions in residential electric rates
since 1928 are taking away from investors annually
$6,000,000
This is a saving of only 2c a day for the
average residential electric customer.
Reductions in commercial and industrial
rates since 1928 are taking away . . 3,800,000
Increases in taxes at the rate of $9,000 a day
since 1928 are taking away from investors 3,300,000
The recent change in the corporation income
tax law, it is estimated, will this year take
away
3,000,000
Total being taken away from investors in
the Associated System in one year
. $16,100,000
T h e principal result of these forces is to impair the savings of
a large number of thrifty small investors. W h e n , how^ever, the
far-reaching consequences are sufficiently realized by investors,
and their protests become sufficiently vigorous, they will receive
the consideration they deserve.
Look for a discussion of these problems in ihe October issue of the Associated
Magazine, which is a special security holders' number. The magazine is
sent free to all Associated security holders. Others may obtain it for loc.
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It Answers
A Million
Questions
The Funk & Wagnalls

PRACTICAL
STANDARD

DICTIONARY

FRANK H. VIZETELLY, Litt.D., LLD., Editor
Containing 1,325 pages—
140,000 terms, all in one alphabetic vocabulary;
only one place to look for the word you want.
15,000 proper names.
2,500 illustrative engravings—a massive wealth
of pictorial adornment with true definitive value;
26 full-page engravings.
l,900f oreign phrases used in English conversation,
drawn from the French, Greek, Itahan, Latin,
German, and Spanish.

Full Leather

Binding

Actual Size 9K Ins. high; 6'd ins. wide

Most Complete Abridged Dictionary Published

In schools, in business offices, in homes—for
[ihysicians, teachers, lawyers, writers—for public
speakers, students, men of affairs—for club-women,
Dusiness women, society women, and "old-fashioned
(?) women directing home affairs—for parents who
are training their children in that priceless accomplishment, the correct use of our language—for all
who speak, read, or write English, or who desire to
do so, this volume will prove a never-failing guide.

T h e Most Up-to-Date
The Practical Standard defines the newest words
qnd phrases. Definitions are more clear, more explanatory, and more modern than in any similar work.

T o W i n W o r d Contests

"Far Superior"
Philadelphia Public Ledger: " I t is so far superior
to any other American dictionary of its size that it
will be welcomed by every one who wants a handy
reference book."

Ideal for Gift-Giving
The Practical Standard Dictionary measures up to
the highest standards of beauty and Impressiveness
as a gift. In addition, this authoritative book will
be in daily use among those to whom you give
it, and thus will prove a constant reminder of your
thoughtfulness.

and solve cross-word puzzles use only this most modern
dictionary and save yourself from disappointment.
Get a Funk tfc Wagnalls Practical Standard Dictionary
because it is the largest abridged dictionary published
and contains many thousand more words than will be
found in other dictionaries of similar cost.

S u p r e m e V a l u e !f

Think of i t ! This matchless dictionary—the newest and the largest abridged dictionary published—
printed on Bible paper from new type, in the most
popular and durable binding at prices that give you
the best dollar-for-dollar value!
Cloth, Colored Edges, with Thumb-Notch Index, $5.00.
Falrikoid, Marhled Edges, with ThumbNotch Index, $6.00.
Full Flexible Leather. Gilt Edges, Thumh-Notch Index, Boxed, $7 50
Postage, 26c., extra. Full Crushed Levant, Gilt Edges, Hand Tooled, Raised Bands, Boxed, $17.50.

At all Bookstores, or direct from

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY, Publishers, 354-360 Fourth Ave.,N.Y.
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Labor Pushes the A. & P.
Family Into the Spot-Light

IT CERTAINLY PAYS TO

know f\

answers

BOB got a reputation for knowing
something about almost everything.
His boss found that he was familiar
with foreign countries. Bob could discuss banking and law. He knew a lot
about insTu:ance and advertising. Of
course he was too valuable to lose.
And of course his salary showed it!
Bob learned that it was fun to read
about things that helped him in business. That was the beginning of success for him. The new Encyclopaedia
Britannica is not just a reference book.
It is as thrilling to read as a new novel.
As thrilling as a thousand new novels.
Open a volume to any page, and you
will be fascinated by the interesting
and helpful things which are revealed.
Read your Encyclopaedia Britannica
for pleasure. If you don't own a set,
find out how easy it is to buy. Write
for complete information without obligation. Mail the coupon right now.
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, I n c .
3 3 0 1 A r t h i n g t o n S t . , Chicago, I I I . B o x 5 6 b - l l
Please f u r n i s h m e c o m p l e t e i n f o r m a t i o n
about t h e n e w Encyclopaedia Britannica.
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Name__^_

i

Street-.
City

SPEMkffif^
I

Yours for ""^
/^jjQDaq
Down
Sent on
IODAY//?ffTRlAL

aecesflioDEL ^ x ^ z m
Positively the greatest bargain ever offered. A genuine
full-sized office model Underwood No. 5 for only $39.90
(cash) or on easy terms. Has up-to-date improvements
including standard 4-row keyboard, backspacer, automatic
ribbon reverse, shiftlock key, 2-color ribbon, etc The
perfect all purpose typewriter, completely rebuilt and
s'ULLY GUARANTEED. Lowest Terms—10c. a day.
Learn Touch Typewriting
Complete (Home Study)
Course of t h e Famous
Van Sant Speed Typewriting System—fully illustrated, easily learned,
given during this offer.
I
j
\
1I
1I

Money-Back Guarantee
Send coupon for 10-day Trial—
if you decide to keep i t pay only
$3.00 a month until $44.90
(term price) is paid. Limited
offer—act at once.

INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE,
2 3 1 West Monroe S t . , Chicago, I I I . . Dept. A - 1 1 3 0
Send Underwood N o . 6 (F. O . B . Chicago) a t once for 10-day
trial.
I am
not .perfectly
satisfied I can return it express
collect.If If
I keep
,
collect. (term
If I price)
keep iin
t I full.
will pay $3.00 a month until I have paid
$44.90

I Name . .
j Address
Jrown

j
,

(Continued from page 9)
Hartford once said, in another connection:
"A man must know that his job is safe,
that his good work will be rewarded with
the promotion and pay that it deserves."
The A. & P . replied to the Cleveland
unions that there was no dissatisfaction in
its staff, and asked that the Managers'
Local present figures on membership. The
union refused, repeating its charge that
there had been discrimination against company employees who had joined unions.
Pickets appeared at the warehouses, and
blocked delivery to the stores from other
sources, warning A. & P . employees to
quit. John Hartford says he appealed
futilely to city and national authorities.
On October 27, after a strike of eighty
teamsters, employed by contractors who
work exclusively in transporting goods from
the A. & P. warehouses to the stores, Hartford startled Cleveland by announcing that
he was closing all the stores there, and discharging the 1,900 employees.
A hint of what was to come might have
been found in the company's shutting down
of its large warehouse in Jersey City, and
moving away when truckmen went on strike
twelve years ago.
Shocked by the realization that many
faced a winter on charity, 700 clerks and
managers framed a resolution stating that
they always had been treated fairly, and
expressing resentment at the outside interference responsible for their plight.
There never was any strike in the A. & P.
stores, and the company estimate of union
members in their ranks is forty. Some
employees recalled that John Hartford had
said: "After a man has worked loyally, for
a reasonable time, the responsibility of his
employer to him is as great as his responsibility to his employer."
While the National Labor Relations
Board in Washington tried to smooth out
the trouble, charges and countercharges
were made. Mayor Harry L. Davis of
Cleveland insisted that adequate protection
had been given, and that police had been
held in reserve for a call from the company.
Both sides cried coercion. The company
held that the unions were attempting to
coerce happy employees into joining. The
unions said that the employees had been
coerced by the management until they
were no longer "free agents." Thomas A.
Farrell, Secretary of the Cleveland Federation of Labor, declared several cases of
discrimination had been brought to his
attention. Hartford accused Farrell of
breaking faith in permitting the truckmen
to disrupt his business. Farrell answered
that the contract with the trucking company had been broken when the latter attempted to run through picket-lines.
In Washington, a peace program was
evolved under which the A. & P. would
reopen its stores, and reinstate its employees, sending to them a statement that
the company had no objection to their
affiliating with any union. The union was
to forswear intimidation, and insistence on
the closed shop.
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Your sons need
never shave
with a blade...

When the first down on the boy's
cheeks becomes too prominent, give
him a Dry Shaver. He will never go
through what you have endured—
lather, blades—the inevitable cut and
smart—and the general mussiness of
old-fashioned shaving.
And for you there is an astounding
revelation when you try the Schick '
Shaver. Your skin, calloused from
blade-shaving, will flake off gradually, and you will have a new,
younger-looking skin, easier to
shave close:
More than 4500 good stores sell
Schick Shavers and will demonstrate
one for you. If none is near you, send
$ 15 direct to Dept. D.
SCHICK [DRY SHAVER, I N C .
STAMFORD, CONN.
OPERATES ON A.C. OR D.C.

SCHICK
Dtu

J HAVER

Gassell's New French Dictionary
French-English and English-French. "Best in existence,"
saysCriiicaiBevieu!,Paris. Cloth, 1 0 4 3 P P . Prepaid$2.68.
Thumb index, 75c extra. Pull flexible leather thumb
index, $6.0 0, prepaid.
FUNK & WAGNALLS
COMPANY, 354-260 Fourth Ave.. New Tork.

IPSO,
WRITE FOR
BOOKLET ON
SIROIL!

Don't delay. This relief has accomplislied
wonders for men,-women and children who
have been chronic sufferers from psoriasis.
Sitoil applied externally to the affected
area causes the scales to disappear, the red
blotches to fade out and the skin to resume
its normal teztute. Siroil backs with a guarantee the claim that if it does not relieve
you within two weeks—and you are the
sole judge—your money will be refunded.
Write for booklet upon this new treatment
Don't delay. Write at once.

SIROIL LABORATORIES INC.
1214GHswoldSt..Dept. D-11

Detroit,Mich.

Please send me full information on
Siroil—the new treatment of psoriasis.
Name
Address__
Cits

State

From Our Readers to Our Readers
decrees, often reminiscent of the ancient gods
of vengeance, have had their necessary victims; that the time has come to realize that
all classes and groups are in the same boat,
and that the boat can weather the storm only
if the entire crew will pull together.

Do t h e Comics Need a
Housecleaning ?
To the Editor of The Literary Digest—Su :—
While the public is trying to clean up the
movies, which doubtless need cleaning, let us
also try to clean up the funnies, that are daily
put before the public. There are few that do
not portray some sort of banditry, treachery,
and immoral subjects. This mess is put before
our children daily, and all know that all children are fond of the funnies. Start a move to
crusade for better and more educational funnies.

New York City.

Small Loans—From t h e Bank's
Viewpoint

J- D. HERRON.

Roswell, New Mexico.
Strikes and Picketing
To the Editor of The Literary Digest—Sir:—
In the October 20 issue Mr. L. Long states
every man has the right to strike. Right. The
law also says he has the right of peaceful
picketing.
Impartial investigation will show picketing
is peaceful, until the armed forces inside the
employer's property start firing; not at the employee's home, but at his person. This has
been done, as labor can substantiate, especially
if the picketing is accomplishing its ends.
True, both sides have the right to appeal for
protection. Employers in Minnesota appealed
recently for "protection," but when the Governor used the troops to preserve order, showing
partiality to neither side, it wasn't what the
employers wanted.
Personally, I think Mr. Long really means to
say that every man has the right to quit—^instead of the right to strike. What good would
it do to strike without picketing?

ALBERT F . JAECKEL.

© 19 34, by the Philadelphia Inmnrer

Father—Dear Father
—Hutton in the Philadelphia

Inquirer

industry alone can and must furnish that
opportunity.
I believe that those foreign agitators who
urge others to shirk in the hope of destroying
our economic and governmental functions,
should be deported or put in compulsory labor
camps.
I believe that the lack of food and susD. E. LOGAN, JK.
tenance for millions in the midst of plenty
Sugarland, Texas.
is a crime against God and nature; that the
right to sustenance will be recognized cheerfully by all economic, religious, social, and
T h e Average Man's Creed
political faiths, regardless of the degree or
To the Editor of The Literary
Digest—Sir:— manner of sacrifice by those able to conI believe in the destiny of this great United tribute; that we will make no progress by
States^and that liberty and the pursuit of destroying crops and cattle, but only by prohappiness will remain sacred against the ducing all we can and contributing the surplus voluntarily, or by reasonable compulsion,
onslaught of foreign cults.
I believe in the millennium as an ideal, but among the needy.
as one which can not be realized in the midst
I believe that where food and sustenance
of the greatest depression since the Dark will not abolish misery, public funds conAges.
tributed by all who are more fortunate, accordI believe that we were temporarily betrayed ing to their ability, must be made available.
by certain of our financial, industrial, and The distribution of these funds must be taken
social leaders; but not that we are justified out of politics, and it should be entrusted to
in convicting all business for the sins of the those semi-public agencies who administer
few. Nor do I believe in substituting an according to human needs.
oligarchy of politicians and bureaucrats for a
I believe that legislation and bureaucratic
former aristocracy of industry.
I believe that our choice lies between a
system under which individual fortitude, skill,
A National Acclaim Fund
faith, wisdom, and frugal living will give to
everyone, however humble, all reasonable reTo the Editor of The Literary Digest—
wards, and a system which regiments the
Sir:—Whenever an alert citizen distinindividual into living without hope or incenguishes himself by a clever piece of pubtive. I believe that this choice can not be
lic service, e.g. the chap who discovered
long deferred; that THE HOUR is here; and
the Lindbergh ransom note and brought
that every man and woman who takes thought
a solution of the baffling case near, I
of the morrow must express his choice
feel like applauding vigorously. A repromptly, courageously, and militantly.
lieved America joins me, I feel sure.
I believe that no nation can spend its way
Calm reflection will reveal, however, that
out of this depression, for the remedy of exapplause is perishable and non-negotravagance must surely be more terrible than
tiable. Why can't we have a National
the illness; that only patience, hard work,
Acclaim Fund by which the American
business idealism, and inspired leadership can
people could express admiration or symlift us out of the morass into which our past
pathy in a material way? As our rackextravagances have led us.
eteers and their finger-prints are adverI believe that statesmanship will replace
tised to aid their apprehension, so our
politics; and that statesmen will have the supheroes and their achievements could be
port not only of a new order of patriotic
publicized over a little coin collector.
business leaders, but of those equally imporOne or two million nickels would assure
tant leaders of labor, educational, and religious
the respective person of America's apgroups, whose judgment is ripened by experipreciation. It would b e a material aid,
ence and tempered by the lessons taught by
too, in crime detection.
history.
(REV.) HERMAN BIELENBERG.
I believe that government can furnish the
Oil City, Pennsylvania.
opportunity to work only temporarily and to
a limited extent; and that soon, very soon.

To the Editor of The Literary Digest—Sir:—•
Recently one of your readers complained that
his bank charged usurious interest rates. He
gave as an example a three-month loan of $25
for which he had paid fifty cents interest and a
fifty-cent service charge—and then concluded
that he had been actually assessed 16 per cent.
If he were to go to his bank and ask the loaning officer exactly how much it cost to make
this loan, he might be much surprized to learn
that ninety cents barely covered the expense
involved. (I will gladly submit itemized figures
proving this statement to anyone interested.)
In other words, his banker made a profit of
only ten cents, or just 1.6 per cent, per annum.
If the banker found it necessary to spend any
time in the collection of the loan, even that
small earning would be completely wiped out.
In former days when demands for loans from
deserving firms and individuals were plentiful
and the greater part of every bank's assets were
profitably invested, many services could be rendered without charge. To-day, there is a drastic difference.
Banks have approached a
liquidity ratio undreamed of a few years ago.
Cash and low rate government bonds sometimes equal 80 per cent, of a 1934 bank's deposits. Many banks have less than 25 per cent,
of their funds in local loans which usually yield
from 5 per cent, to 8 per cent. Borrowers who
deserve credit are afraid to borrow or at present
do not need to, and banks can not lend to those;
who might not repay their rfotes. Accordingly,
bank income has decreased tremendously.
The first thing every good merchant does
when profits drop is to cut expenses. Banks
did this, but it wasn't enough. They found it
necessary to assess charges against services
that actually cost the bank money to maintain.
The first to feel these fees was the unprofitable
small checking account. A service charge—
or "stop-loss" charge, if you please—^was instituted to repay the bank for cash it disbursed
to keep the small depositor supplied with
checks, pass-books, forms and bookkeeping
facilities.
Small loans, likewise, have felt the service
charge, because every bank customer should
pay his own way exactly as he would be required to do when purchasing goods from a
store. If the business he gives his bank falls
in the "loss" class, he should reimburse the
bank at least to the amount that it costs to
serve him. This is the theory under which
reasonable service charges are now being made
by banks throughout the country—charges that
have been forced by conditions upon banks so
that their annual reports will terminate on the
right side of the ledger.
Jos. F . CORNELIUS.

Spokane, Washington.
For Standardizing Buttons
To the Editor of The Literary Digest—Sir:—
Buttonholes? Bah! Consider buttons.
Sometimes our shirt loses a button. Then we
find that we have approximately a million and
forty-three buttons from abandoned shirts, not
one of which, in design or dimension harmonizes with those remaining on our current
garment.
This is to notify the Bureau of Standards to
ignore the trifling controversy over buttonholes:
And to request the coming Congress to appoint a High Commission for Standardizing
Garment Buttons.
A. J. KECK.

Aurora, Colorado.
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